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Viene studiata l’equazione differenziale m’(t) + Au(t) =f(t), 0 < I < co, in spazi di 
Banach. Si ottengono risultati di esistenza e unicita per la soluzione, e risultati di 
regolarita in opportuni spazi d’interpolazione. $3 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
We study the differential equation tu’(t) + Au(t) =f(t), 0 < t < cc, in Banach 
spaces. We obtain existence and uniqueness theorems for the solutions as well as 
regularity properties in suitable interpolation spaces. (i 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the abstract singular evolution equation 
tu’(t) + Au(t) =f(t), o<t<co, 
in a complex Banach space E, where A is a (not necessarily densely 
defined) closed linear operator in E, with appropriate assumptions on its 
resolvent operators. In particular we suppose that for suitable lines parallel 
to the imaginary axis, the inequality 11 R(A, A)11 < M( 1 + /Im II ) - ’ holds. 
Under similar assumptions the same equation was studied in Hilbert 
spaces by Lewis and Parenti [ 111, with techniques involving the Mellin 
transform. In this paper we obtain some results of the same kind in Banach 
spaces by means of techniques suggested by the papers of Grisvard [6] and 
Da Prato and Grisvard [3]. For related results and techniques see also 
Coppoletta [2], who studies the abovementioned equation (and its non- 
autonomous version) in a bounded interval under “hyperbolic” 
assumptions on A. 
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we list the spaces in which 
we study the equation, and we collect some results on real interpolation. In 
* The authors are members of the G.N.A.F.A. of C.N.R. 
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Section 3 the operator UH -tu’ is studied with regard to density of its 
domain, spectral properties and interpolation. In Section 4 we study an 
abstract version of the differential equation, and we get results on existence, 
uniqueness and regularity. Such results are applied to the differential 
equation in Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We fix a complex Banach space E # {0}, and we are concerned with 
Banach spaces of E-valued locally summable functions on R! + = 10, + co [. 
For such functions, derivatives are taken in the sense of E-valued dis- 
tributions. Precisely, we shall deal with: 
(a) spaces of order 0 
(a,) Lp(R+, E) (1 <p6 co) with the usual norm 
(a2) some closed subspaces of L”(R+, E) (with the Em-norm), i.e.: 
C(R +, E), the space of continuous and bounded functions 
C(R,+, E), the space of the functions fE C(R+, E) which converge 
at 0 
C( RL, E), the space of the functions f E C( R’ +, E) which converge 
at +cc 
wQ,t, 9 E) = C( OX,+, E) n C( R; , E); 
(b) spaces of order k (kE N) 
if X is a space of order 0, the corresponding space of order k is the 
space of the functions f E X whose derivatives f(j) (0 6 j < k) belong to 
X. Thus from Lp( [w +, E) we get I@P( R +, E) and from the C spaces 
we get the spaces Ck (closed subspaces of Wk.“‘@2 +, E)). The norms 
are the natural ones: 
and analogously for the Ck spaces. 
Whenever it is convenient we shall also write I+“‘vp and Co instead of Lp 
and C. 
Now we collect some results on real interpolation spaces which shall be 
useful in the sequel. 
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Real interpolation spaces (Y, Z),,, (where 0 < 8 < 1, 1 6 p d cc and 
(Y, Z) is an interpolation couple of Banach spaces) are defined in the usual 
ways (see, e.g., [ 12, Sects. 1.3-1.81). Since Yn Z is not necessarily dense in 
( y9 abx 3 we also consider the space Yr\Ze,m, which is obviously an 
interpolation space. We recall [ 12, Theorem 1.3.31 that for 1 d p < q < co 
( Y, Z)e,P t ( Y, Z)B,y (“ C,” means algebraic inclusion with con- 
tinuous embedding), and since Yn Z is dense in ( Y, Z),,, for p < co, we 
have also, for p < co, ( Y, Z), p = Y n ZB,p C Y n Z’,“. Moreover it is 
obvious that ( Y, Z)e,p c my+z (this follows at once, for instance, from 
the definition of (Y, Z)O,p by means of the J-functional). 
We shall be mainly concerned with the case of Z being the domain D(T) 
of a closed linear operator T in Y, with the graph norm. Since 
D(T) C Y, from [12, Theorem 1.3.31 we get (Y, D(T))BC,p C 
(Y, D(T)),,, for 0 < 9 < 9’ < 1 and arbitrary p, q. When p(T) # $3 (p(T) is 
the resolvent set of T), T* is again a closed operator and we shall also con- 
sider (Y, WT*)),,,,,. 
In the subsequent results, L:(iW+, Y) denotes the Lp space with respect 
to the measure dtjt and VIE p(T) R(A, T) = (A- T))‘. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Y and T be as above and suppose that 3p E C, 4 E lJ&! such 
that (p+te’@;tE[W+}Gp(T)andsup,,,+ (ItR(p+te’“,T)II< +oo. Then 
(4 xW’JV))o,p if and only tf the function t t-+ te( T- p) 
R(p + te’“, T) x belongs to LP,([w+, Y), and on (Y, D( T))B,p XH (llxl/$+ 
II ts( T- p) R(p + te”, T) XII [:)l’p (with the usual modification when p = co) is 
an equivalent norm; 
(b) x E (Y, W*h,,, tf and only tf the function tH t( T- p)’ 
R(p + te”, T)* x belongs to LP,([w +, E), and on ( Y, D( T2))1,2,p XH (llxll “y + 
/I t( T- p)’ R(p + te”, T)* x(1 $)“” (with the usual modfication when p = co) 
is an equivalent norm. 
Proof See [S, theoreme 3.1, p. 159 and remarque 3.1, p. 1671. 
Remark that the assumption suprc Iw + II tR(p + te”, T)ll < +cc implies 
that suptEw+ /I(T-p)R(p+teim,T)II< +co, so that foranyfixed MEOW+ 
we can replace LP,(F!+, Y) with LP,(]M, +co[, Y) in Lemma 2.1. 
Moreover in this case we can also replace T with T - pei4 Vp E 10, M[. 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, it is known that (Y, D(T)),, = 
( K W2h,2,p [S, Corollary 3.21, so that (K ~V2h,2,p - 
(K WX,,,V%~ IO, 1C VP~ Cl, ~1. 
For completeness’ sake we prove the following result (see [4, p. 3321). 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the same assumptions of Lemma 2.1, x E D(T)‘** if 
and onfy if lim, _ + m /I te( T- p) R(p + te”, T) XII y = 0. 
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Proof: Let x E D( T)‘+, and let E E R + be fixed. Choose y E D(T) such 
that /Ix- yll,,, GE. Then limsup,, +m Ijt’(T-p) R(p+ $4, T) XII ,,< 
s+limsup,, +m I(t’R(u+ teV, T)(T-u) yII ,,= E. 
Suppose that Ijt’(T - u) R(u + te”, T) XII y --f 0 as t -+ +co. By 
the above remark, x E ( Y, D( T))B,oo. Fix E E R + and choose ME R + 
such that sups>,+, Ils’(T - u) R(u + se@, T) XII ,, d E. Then supss R + 
I/s’(T- PL) NP++@, TNT-P) W+ te”, T)xll ,,d (suP,,<,<~ Ilse(T-p) 
W++@, T)ll) II(T-PL) W++@‘, T)xll,+ Il(T-P) R(p+te’“, T)ll E< 
C,, Il(T-u) R(,u + teim, T) xl/ y+ C,E, and the first summand converges to 0 
as t+ +cc because XE(Y,D(T))~~CD(T)~. Thus ll(T-~) 
R(u+te@, T)xll,,-+O as t-+ +cc. Since (T-u) R(u + te’“, T) x = 
te’$R(u + te@, T) x - x, and te’“R(u + te’), T) x E D(T) the proof is con- 
cluded. 
We also have: 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that T is the infinitesimal generator of a 
C,-semigroup such that llerTll d Me”‘. Then 
(a) XE (Y, D(T)),, if and only if the function tH tte(ecrm “‘1’~-xx) 
belongs to Lp+, Y) and on (K WT)),, xf+(IIXIIPr+ Ilt-e(e(T-oJ)r x - x)ll $)‘Jp (with the usual modification when p = co) is an 
equivalent norm; 
(b) XEWT) B*m zfand only iflim,,,, IIt~~H(e(T~“‘)‘x-x)IIy=O; 
(~1 x E (Y, W2Ny2,p if and only if the function 
tH t-‘(e(T-W)’ -I)’ x befongs to LP,((w+, Y) and on (Y, D( T2))1,2,, 
xH(IIxil$+ Ilt~‘(e(T~‘“)‘-Z)2xII~~)1’P is an equivalent norm. 
Proof See [l, Sects. 3.1 and 3.43. 
Again, in Lemma 2.3, we can replace LP,(R+, Y) by LP,(]O,y[, Y) (for 
any YE R+) because SUP,,~ Ile(‘~-“)’ - Ill 6 A4 + 1. Moreover, in this case, 
we can also replace e (Tp’o)’ by ecTP5)’ for any 5 E R. 
Suppose that Y and Z are Banach spaces such that Z C Y, and let 
T: D(T) + Y be a linear operator with D(T) c Y. Throughout this paper 
the term “restriction of T to Z” will denote the operator T,, = S: D(S) + Z 
defined by D(S) = { x E D(T) n Z; TX E Z}, Sx = TX Vx E D(S). This means 
that the graph of S is the intersection between Zx Z and the graph of T. It 
is obvious that if T is closed in Y then S is closed in Z. Moreover it can be 
easily proved that if ;1 E p(T), then Iz E p(S) if and only if Z is an invariant 
subspace for R(1, T), and in this case R(A, S) is the restriction of R(1, T) 
to z. 
LEMMA 2.4 (see also [9, Theorem 4.41). Let (Y,, Y,) be an inter- 
polation couple of Banach spaces and let 9 be an interpolation functor. Let 
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T: DIT) -+ Y, + Y, he a closed linear operator with D(T) c Y, + Y,. We 
call lb, T,, TF the restrictions of T to Y,, Y,, F( Y,,, Y,), respectively. 
Suppose that lEp(T)n(nj=,,, p(T,)). Then nip. Moreover, ifmgN 
and we endow D( 7;;), D( T;2), D( T’$) with the graph norms, then D( T’Z$) = 
S(D(T), D(T)) (with equivalent norms). 
Proof. By the above remark Y0 and Y, are invariant subspaces for 
R(1, T), so that F( YO, Y,) also is invariant. This proves that 1 Ed 
and implies easily that R(& T)” is a linear homeomorphism of 9( Y,, Y, ) 
onto 9(0(T), D(v)). On the other hand R(1, T)” coincides with 
R(1, T,-)” on F( Y,, Y,), so that it is also a linear homeomorphism of 
F( Y,, Y,) onto D(T’$). 
3. THE OPERATOR -&JON I&!' 
In this section we study several properties of the restrictions to the 
spaces mentioned in Section 2 of the operator G defined by 
(Gu)(t) = -d(t). When it is necessary to distinguish between different 
restrictions we shall affix a suitable index to G. 
Remark that if f E P( [0, + cc [, E) and supp f is bounded, then 
Gf E CE( [IO, + a3 [, E), so that for each underlying space X, f~ D(G). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X he one of the above mentioned spaces. D(G) is dense 
in X in the following cases: 
(a) X= Wk,p(R+, E), 1 <p< co, k~ N u {O}; 
(b) X=Ck([W,t,,E), k~Nu(0); 
and is not dense in all the other cases. 
Proof: (a) Since {fECm([O, +co[,E),suppfis bounded} is dense in 
Wk*p(Rf, E), the statement follows at once from the preceding remark. 
(b) Letf E C’@&, E). As the constant functions belong to D(G), we 
may suppose lim,, += f(t) = 0. On the other hand from the existence of 
lim 1 _ + ~ f(j)(t) and from the boundedness off [id I) (1 d j d k) it follows 
easily that for 1 d j d k, lim, _ + ~ f’“(t) = 0. Then it is easy to see that f 
can be approximated (in Ck) by functions which belong to 
C”( [IO, + co [, E) and have bounded supports. 
We now exhibit a function S E Ck( [w 0’) E) which cannot be approximated 
in L”(R+, E) by functions hEL”(R+, E) such that GhEL”(R+, E). In 
this way we prove that D(G) is not dense when X is Wk,m(R+, E), 
Ck([W+, E) or Ck(lW,+, E). Let XEE\{O} and setf(t)=cos(7ct)x. Obviously 
f~c”(&+,E). Let hELm(Rf,E) such that GhEL”(R+,E) and 
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Iv-- 4, G t IIXII. Then h is continuous and Vn E N 
IIXII G IINn + 1) - h(n)ll G j:” 11 h’(s)11 ds < I( Gh II m log( 1 + l/n), which is 
impossible. 
In order to prove that D(G) is not dense when X= C”( rW;J, E), we begin 
by exhibiting a function f E C( [w 2, E) with bounded support which cannot 
be approximated in C( KY:, E) by functions h E C( rW& , E) such that 
Gh E C( rW2, E). Let x E EJ { 0} and let f: [w + + E be a continuous function 
such that f(t) = 0 for t 2 2 and f(t) = cos(n/t) x for 0 < t < 1. Obviously 
f~c(aB;,E). Let hEC(RL,E) such that GhEC(Rz, E) and 
Ilf-hll,~Sllxll~. Then VneN IlxllE< lIh(l/n)-h(l/(n+ l))llE< IlGhll, 
log( 1 + l/n), which is impossible. 
Now let f be as above and let $: [W+ + E be the function such that 
(jck'=f and for 06j6k supp$ (i) is bounded. Obviously rl, E C”( KY:, E). 
Suppose that Vn E l+J #n E C”( lR&, E) with Gq4, E Ck( rWz, E) and 4, + $ in 
Ck. Then dLk) E C( Fk’:, E) and $p) -+ f in Co. However from 
Gq4, E Ck(lWz, E) it follows that C(Iwz, E)s(G$,)‘~’ = G(dik)) - kdkk), so 
that G($Lk)) E C([w&, E). But this contradicts the choice ofJ: 
We now turn to study spectral properties of G. 
We set 
z:(f)(t) = cc’ i,: xi ‘f(s) d.y 
V;1 E UZ and for each measurable function f: [w + + E 
s 
1 
such that Vt E lK! + sRei-‘~If(~)I( ds< +co; 
0 
z,:(f)(t)= -tr” j,- sL ‘,f(s)ds 
VA E @ and for each measurable function fi [w + + E 
such that Vt E R + sRe”-‘Ilf(s)II ds< +co. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X he one of the abovementioned spaces. We set CY = l/p 
ifX=Wk~p(R+,E)(l<p<~,k~Nu{O}),~=Oinanyothercase. 
(a) If X is a space of order 0 we have: 
(ai) if Re A> ~1, then X is included in the domain of tnf , zA? (2’) E X 
and ll~:II,(,)=(Re~-cc)~‘; 
(a*) if Re A. < c(, then X is included in the domain qf T; , tj. (X) G X 
and 115; II9cxj = (m- Re A))‘. 
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(b) Zff~ W1~p([w+, E) (1 <p< co), then 
(b, 1 for Re A > a (z:(f ))’ = zT+ l(f ‘); 
(b,) for Rel<cc-1 (T;(f))‘=5;+l(f’). 
(c) If X is a space of order k E N, we have 
(c,) if ReA>cr, then r~(X)cXand I~~:II,(,,Q(R~I-~)~‘; 
(c2) zf Re ;l<a--k, then 2,: (X) s x and IIT; II yy(xj d 
(cc-k-ReI))‘. 
Proof: (a) Since for Re,I> l/p (resp. ReA< l/p) and VtER+ SH&’ 
belongs to Lp’(]O, t[) (resp. LP’(]t,+m[)) (where l/p+ l/p’= l), it is 
proved that for Re ,I2 l/p LP([w +, E) is included in the domain of r:. 
When X= L’((w+, E) or X= L”([W+, E) it is a trivial matter to prove that 
r,:(X)zX and Ilt~jI,(,)< IRe ]>-a] -‘; when X=LP([Wf, E) with 
1 < p < co these results follow from Theorem 330 of [7]. Let f E C( R +, E): 
it is obvious that for Re A 30 t:(f) E C( [w +, E). Now we prove that if 
3 lim,,,, f(t)=f(o) (rev. lim,, +m f(t)=f(m)), then for Re 1-20 
z,F(f )(t)+l-o+ f(O)/A (resp. z:(f)(t) +!+ +cD f(a)/A). We only deal with 
the case t + 0 + since the other case can be handled in the same way. Fix 
EE Iw+ and choose 6 E iw + such that for 0 < t 6 6 /I f(t) - f(O)11 d E. For 
O<t<6 and Re,I>O IIT:(-f(O)/j.lI = /It-” j;, &‘(f(s)-f(O))dsjl 
< Et-Rei. j;, $Rel -I ds = s/Re 1. If Re 2 < 0, then llrr; (f)(t) - f(O)/i/l = 
Ilpt-j. jr” si-l (f(s)-f(O))dsli < EtrRei j: sReiP1ds + 2il,fll tPRzi 
S? s Rei.P1 ds. The first summand is de/lRe 11 and the second one con- 
verges to 0 as t--+0+. 
To complete the proof of (a) we show that for Re ,!PcY IIt: llY(Xj 3 
IRe~-al~‘.WefixxEEwithIlxll=l.Whencr=O,VnENlet~,,EC,r([W+) 
with $,(t)E [0, l] Vt E lR+ and d,(t)= 1 for l/n6 t 6n. We set J,,;(t)= 
tr”““cj,,(t) x. Then f,,j, EX and Ilfn.Jx= 1. Then if ReIb>O Iltr+lIY~x,3 
ilT,'(fn,i)lix = sup,,” t mRei jk .yRe’ ‘d,?(s) d.7 3 n Rei 1~~ sRe’ ’ ds = 
(lz;Rtj,:R’i)/Re i and if Re 1, <O llrl. IjYcXj 3 (l/n) ReAl jyln .yRen ’ ds = 
(n ‘- l)/Re A, so that IIr: I/YcXJ >, IRei -‘. If X = Lp([w+, E) 
with 1 bp< cc, and ReI*> l/p, VE E ] - Re /1, - l/p[ set f,,A(t) = 
t”- 
the 
ilm~XC1.~C(t)x.Thenf,,,ELP([Wf,E)and Ilj&llp-+ +a3 as&-+ -l/p.On 
other hand llr,‘.f,,JP = (j;X (t- Ren j; sRei ‘+r’ds)Pdt)“p = 
(Re/Z+E))’ (SF (t”-tPRei)pdt)“p = (Re A + E)-’ IIf;:,>. - gAl, (where 
gn(t) = tpRe”XC1,mC(t)x). Therefore li~:iiY~X, 3 (Rej&+s))’ (1-/Igil/. 
ilf,,i.lj,'), and for &+-l/p we get lIZ:IILP(X)B(Re3.-l/p)-‘. An 
analogous argument (where we employ the function t H t”- ‘tmi.~,,,, ,( t) x, 
E> -l/p) holds if Re ,I< l/p. 
(b) Simple verification, by means of integration by parts. 
(c) By induction on k, with the help of (a) and (b). 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let the space X and the number c( be as in Lemma 3.2. If 
X is of order k, then o(G) = (A; ;I E @, o! - k < Re i 6 LX}. Moreover, for 
Re 1, > CI R(1, G) = T$, and for Re A< c1 -k R(A, G) = rzx. 
Prooj Let 2~ c with Re /I $ [cr - k, a]. By Lemma 3.2, in order to 
prove that 1” E p(G) and that R(& G) = zzx for Re 2 > c1 (rap. R(,?, G) = 51ix 
for Re 1” < c1- k) it is enough to prove that r’ = (].I- G)-‘. Let f E X. We 
can easily check that GT’ (f) = nr: (f) -,f~ X, so that T$ (f) E D(G) and 
ir,! (f) - GT,!(~) =J Let f E D(G). First of all we prove that for Re J. > a 
(resp. Re i. < ~1) s”f(s) + 0 as s -+ 0+ (resp. s”f(s) + 0 as s + +a). Indeed, 
choose 6>0 such that Rei-6>a. Since (s’ “f(s))‘= 
(j”-h)&“-’ f(s) - si. a ~ ’ (Gf )(s) is summable in a right neighbourhood 
of 0, in the same neighbourhood sip”f(s) is bounded, and so s”f(s) -+ 0 as 
s + 0 +. An analogous argument holds in the other case. Now if f E D(G) 
and Re;“>a T;(ij-Gf)(t)=tm’i;(d/ds)(s’f(s))ds=f(t) and for 
Rei<cr-k s;(lJ-Gf)(t)= -t-‘jp (d/ds)(?f(s))ds=f(t). 
It remains to prove that a-k< Re JVdcc+l~a(G). For k=O this 
follows at once from the identity I]T’/~ = IRe A-al -’ (see Lemma 3.2(a)). 
When k > 1, as a(G) is closed we prove that for ,j= l,..., k and CI -j< 
ReII<cc-j+l,~Ea(G).Indeedif~Ep(G),letusfixfEXandconsiderthe 
equation I.R(L, G) ,f-- GR(A, G) f = f in the corresponding space of order 
0. As Re j” < ~1, we have then R(i,, G) f = T,: (f ). Therefore it is enough to 
exhibit a function f E X such that z,:(f) $ X. We shall prove by induction 
on k that we can choose f E CZ( [0, + co [, E) with bounded support. 
Suppose that r- 1 < Re 1, <c(, and choose f E Cm([0, +co[, E) with 
bounded support and with j; s”f’(s) ds#O. Then (z,:(f))’ (t)= -tr-’ 
17 s f^’(s) ds. As t + 0+ the integral has a limit #O and in a right 
neighbourhood of 0 the function tt+ t ’ ’ does not belong to L’/“. 
Therefore (7,~ (f ))’ does not belong to the space of order 0 corresponding 
to X. This proves the statement when X has order 1. Suppose now that we 
have proved the statement for a space X, of order k and let Xk.+, be the 
corresponding space of order k + 1. If a - j < Re ,? < c( - j+ 1 for some 
jE {l,..., k}, there is a function f E Cm( [0, + CE [, E) with bounded support 
such that t,?(f) $X,. Therefore f E X,, , and z;(f )$ X,, , . Finally if 
i;r-k-l<Re~<cc-kandfisasabovewithrespectto~”+l,letgbethe 
primitive of f vanishing at infinity. Then g E X, +, and (r,:(g))’ = 
T;+l(f)$xk, ~0 that ~T(g)&xk+l. 
From Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.2 it follows that whenever D(G) is 
dense in X (see Theorem 3.1) G is the infinitesimal generator of a C,-group 
of bounded linear operators in X, and it is easy to show that such group is 
defined by (e”,)(s) = u(se ‘). 
Now we are going to characterize some interpolation spaces between X 
and D(G). Precisely, when X= I@‘,“( [w +, E) (1 < p < co) we are interested 
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in the space (X, D(G))e,p, and when X= Wk~Oo(R+, E) or one of its closed 
subspaces introduced in Section 2, we are interested in (X, D(G))e,, and in 
D(G)‘? Preliminarily we prove a lemma which enables us to reduce the 
problem to spaces of order 0. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X,, be a space of order 0, X, the corresponding space of 
order m, G, and G, the restrictions of G to X0 and X,,,, respectively. Let 
T: D(T) -+ X0 be the derivative. Then: 
(a) x, = D(T”‘); 
(b) D(GnJ = D((T,Dw,, )“k
(c) ifRe1>0 then AEp(T)np(T,.,o,,). 
Proof: (a) Trivial. 
(b) f E D((T,,m )“) if and only if f (k) E D(G,) (0 d k 6 m), i.e., if and 
only if f (k) E X0 and Gf Ck) E: X0 (0 <k <m). On the other hand f E D(G,) if 
and only if f E X, and Gf E X,, i.e., if and only if f (k) E X0 and (Gf )(k) = 
Gf (k) - kfCk) E X, (0 < k < m). The two statements are evidently equivalent. 
(c) It can be easily checked that Re l>O=a,l~p(T) and 
(R(A, T) f)(t) = eAr jy eC”“f(s) ds Vf E X0. In order to prove that 
A EP(T,~(~~)) it is enough to show that f E D(G,) 3 R(l, T) f E D(G,) (see 
the remark preceding Lemma 2.4). Let f E D(G,). Then R(,?, T) f E X0 and 
(GR(J., T)f)(t)=t(~e”‘S;*e-““f(s)ds-f(t))=te”’S,”e~L”f’(s)ds. Now 
from Il(GR(A, T) f)(t)llE<ee’R”” jy epsReA II (Gf )(s)ll E ds it follows easily 
that GR(A., T) f EX~ when X,,= LP(R+, E) (1 <p< co). It is obvious that 
GR(I1, T) f is a continuous function when Gf is continuous. It remains to 
show that if f and Gf converge at 0 + (or at + cc ), so does GR(A, T) f: 
First of all we observe that in the first case lim, +0+ (Gf )(t) = 0. Indeed 
if (Gf)(t) + 5 # 0 as t -+ 0+, then li~$:‘f’(s) dsll > SE:’ sP1 11511 ds- 
s 
M” -1 
M’ s II(511 ds>(if M” is small enough) $lltll jE:‘~‘ds+ +co 
as M’ -+ 0, which contradicts the existence of lim,,,, f(t). Therefore 
if t, is small enough IIGR(A, T)f(t)ll ~&e’Re’S:Oe-SRe~ds+efRei. 
SP -sRe’ II (Gf )b)ll d ,s, w  h ere the first summand is <s/Re 1 and the second 
one converges to 0 as t + O+. The whole argument can be adapted to the 
case t-+ +co. 
By applying Lemmas 2.4 and 3.4 we see at once that f~ (X,,,, D(G,)),,, 
(orfED(G,) if and only iff”)E(XO, D(G,)),,, (orf(j)ED( for 
0 < j 6 m. Therefore we now characterize (X, D(G)),, when X= Lp( R+, E) 
(1 < p < co) and (X, D(G)),,, me,” when X= L”(R+, E) or one of its 
closed subspaces. 
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THEOREM 3.5. (a) If X= LP(R+, E) (1 <p< co), then (X, D(G)),, is 
the subspace of those functions f such that 
ff,p(f) = jm j O” IWf(s) - tef(t)ll p ds dt < +oo > 0 0 Is- tl’+@ 
and on (X, D(G))e,p ft+ (llfll; + Z-Zo,,(f))“” is an equivalent norm. 
(b) If A’= L”(R+, E) or one of its closed subspaces introduced in 
Section 2(a,), then (X, D(G)),, is the subspace of those functions f such 
that 
He,,(f) = ess sup 
Wfb)- tef(t)ll< +co 
I,S > 0 Is- t(B ’ 
and on (A’, D(G)),,, f ++max{ Ilf IIca, He,,(f)} is an equivalent norm. 
Moreover 
D(G)“- = f E (X D(G)),, ; VE>O36>1: esssup 
IWfb) - tOf(t)ll <E 
,,s > 0 Is- tl@ . 1/a <S/f < 6 
Proof: (a) By Lemma 2.3 and the remark following it f E (X, D(G)),, if 
and only if ttttr”(e’(GmmH’ f-f) belongs to LP,(]O, l[) and on (X, D(G)),, 
.f++e~lfH~d+.k t-BPlle’(G~o)f-f II; W)) lip is an equivalent norm. On the 
I 
1 
0 
001 
= 
s s 
o t~‘p~~e~r~f(se~~‘)-f(.v)~~p$ds 
=~~s~~p~~~(log;)~~p-l ,lr~f(r)-s’~(s)l,n~ds 
x 1ogg ( > -~~~'Ilr"f(s)-sef(s)iPdtds (s-T)‘+@J . 
Now for s/edt<s s~ePz-l(s-~)Bp+l(log(s/t))-BP~l=(s/~)(l -z/s)@‘+’ 
(log(s/z))PO”P1 E [y,, y2], where y, and y2 are the g.1.b. and the 1.u.b. of 
5~5~ ((1-4)/ll0g51)~~+’ on [ec’, l[. Therefore 
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i 
I 
0 
l-~P,,e’(C-“,-f,,,~ 
cc 
s 
QY2 
5 .r 
Wf(~) - sSf(s)ll p ds ds 
0 de (s-T)‘+@ 
aG%p(f). 
Conversely 
Http(f) =2 j- j 
"'.I15Qf(t)-ssf(,)IIr~~ds 
0 0 (S-T)l+"p 
Thus (a) is proved. 
(b) Here we cannot use the technique of (a), since G is not 
necessarily the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup, because its 
domain is not always dense. Therefore we shall refer to Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2. 
Let f E (X NG)),, and let K be the usual functional for the spaces X 
and D(G) (see [12, p. 231). If f =fi +fi with fiEX, f2eD(G), then for 
0 <s < t (after modification off, on a set of measure zero) 
Il~efo-~~f’f(~)II (t-s)e +)‘i llf,(t)ll+(&)” Ilfi(S)ll 
.(I-s,-‘j-’ Ilo”-‘(ef,(a)+af;(a))ll da 
s 
ts + so 
6 (t-.s)O ~ IlfJx+ 1+; $$ lIf*llDcc, ( > 
te+se 
G co (t-s)e Ilf1llx+ p+g 
( 
CT.2 llfill DW). 
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By the arbitrariness offi and fi 
ess sup IItHf(t) - sef(s)ll < sup ce te + se 
r>s>o (t-de ‘r>S>O 
-'oC;($$--eK($$f) 
since 
ts + se (te - se)B 
,zyyo (t-s)~(te+se)~=O~~~, (l +tere 
l-l0 @ 
( > l-4 < +a. 
Suppose now that VEX and He,,(f)< SO-J. Then for t31 (t’(G-0) 
R(t, G-@f)(s)= -t’f(s) + te+‘(R(t+O, G)f)(s) = (t/s)” (-sef(s) + 
tSeS-t-e 
ss, c7 r-‘aef(o)du) = te+‘spe-’ js, a’~‘(aef(o)-sef(s))du; 
therefore IIt’(G-O)R(t, G - O)fll, < H,,(f) sups te+‘smme-’ 
J; fJ-’ (s--~)~du, where te+‘smeep’ J; a’-‘(s-a)‘& = t’+‘T(t) 
r(B+l)/J’(t+8+1),whichisboundedfortE[l,+co[. 
Suppose now that f E (X, D(G))e,, and that lim, _ l + ess SU~~,~<~,~<~ 
(IIt’f(t)-s’f(s)ll/ls- tl’) =O. If we fix s>O, for a suitable 6 > 1, by the 
same argument as above 1) te(G - 0) R( t, G - 0) fll x Q E sups te+ ‘s ~’ ~ ’ 
s:,s (7 ‘-‘(s-a)edc7 + He,,(f) sups t”+‘s-“-‘J#6 a’-‘(S-fqda < &te+’ 
ZJt)lJe+ l)/T(t+O+ 1) + IYZ~,~(~) Jh’” te+‘t’-‘(1 -z)‘dq where the 
second summand is dominated by H,,(f) S’t’, which tends to 0 as 
t + SOO. Then by Lemma 2.2f~D(G)~:“. 
In order to prove the converse inclusion it is sufficient to remark that the 
space of the functions f E (X, D(G)),, such that ess sup,,, <s,r < B 
(Iltef(t)-sef(s)ll/lt -s/‘) + 0 as 6 + 1+ is closed in (A’, D(G)),,, and con- 
tains D(G). The first statement is trivial; moreover if f~ D(G) then for 
O<s<t, IItef(t)-sef(s)ll/(t-s)e 6 (t-s)pe jt /aep’(Of+Gf)(o)ll da 6 
Cllfll Lqcqwe -sew -de) = WID~G~(l - W)“)(l -dt)-‘--* 0 as 
s/t + 1. 
4. THE EQUATION (Q - G) u = f  
In this section we study the difference Q - G between two closed linear 
operators Q and G, acting in a complex Banach space X, under the follow- 
ing assumptions: 
(Hl) There exist c1 E If%, fi E Iw (B d CC), L 3 1, M > 1 such that the strip 
C= {AC@; B<ReA<cr} contains a(G) and is contained in p(Q); 
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moreover VA E C\.Z IIR(I, G)ll < L/dist(A, C) and VA E a,E IIR(J, Q)II 6 
Al/( 1 + IIm A[ ). 
(H2) R(& G) commutes with R(p, Q) for a couple 
(A, P) E p(G) x p(Q) (and hence V(1, P) E p(G) x p(Q); see [8, Chap. III, 
Theorem 6.51). 
From the assumption that Vt E [w ilR(cr + it, Q)ll < M/( 1 + I tl ), it follows 
that IReI-ccI<(1+IIm~I)/(M2-1)“2*~EP(Q), and if IRe&al< 
~(l+ IIm Al) with O<y<(M2-1))“2, then IINk QIII G 
M/( 1 - y(M2 - l)“‘)( 1 + IIm ;I1 ) (all this follows from the well-known fact 
that if PEP(Q) and IP-LI II@, QN < 1, then REP and IIN& QJII 6 
IIR(p, Q)ll(l - IA-PI ]IR(p, Q)ll)-‘). As it is obvious that we also have 
identical estimates for I Re /1- PI/( 1 + IIm 21) d y < ( M2 - 1) ~ ‘j2, putting 
@(Y)={~EC; /I-y(l+IIm1~))<Re~<cr+y(l+IIm;1~)} it can be easily 
seen that @((M’- l))“‘)~p(Q) and that VJJ E 10, (M2 - 1) ‘j2[ the 
estimate IIR(n, Q)ll <M/( 1 - y(M2 - 1 )‘j2)( 1 + IIm II ) holds in Q(y) except 
at most a compact subset of C, so that anyhow in the whole set Q(y) an 
estimate of the kind llR(& Q)ll d C,/( 1 + IIm % ) holds. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We denote by rj, the boundary of Q’(y) (0 < y < 
(M2-1)~‘~2),fj,=~~~~~,where~~={~~@;Re~=~+~(1+/Im~~~)}, 
r;:={i~C; Re;1=~-Y(l+IIm~l)} and where r: is oriented in the 
direction of increasing Im jti and r;: in the direction of decreasing Im ,Z 
Thus rY “turns counterclockwise” around C. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 0 < y < (M2 - 1) ~~ ‘,‘, 2, E Q(y). Then: 
(a) A++(,?-&) ’ R(A; Q) is absolutely integrable on Ts and 
Sri (i-2,) -’ R(A, Q) dil= ZxiR(i,, Q); 
(b) A I--, (A - &) ’ R(A, G) is absolutely integrable on rY and 
Jr; (2 - A,) -’ R(A, G) dl. = 0. 
Proof (a) From IIR(E,, Q)ll < C,/( 1 + IIm 1-I) V/i E r,, the absolute 
integrability follows easily together with the fact that the integral on TV can 
be contracted to the integral on a small circle centered in A,. 
(b) For ~~~r:/IR(1,G)IIdL(Re~-cc)~‘=Ly~‘(l+Ilrn~I)~’, and 
analogously on I-,-. This proves the absolute integrability. In order to 
prove that the integral vanishes it is enough to close the lines r; n {II E C; 
IIm ]*I <n} r; n (1EC; IIm II <n} by means of arcs lying outside Q(y) 
and to let n + +CD. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let 0 < y < (M* - 1) ~ ii2. We set 
Then the integral converges absolutely in 5?(X) and does not depend on y. 
Moreover: 
(a) VXED(G)~D(Q) S(Q-G)x=x; 
(b) V~~lo, lC> PECK> ~01 ~‘~E(X,D(G)),,,+(X,~(Q)),,, SXE 
D(G) n D(Q) and (Q - G) Sx = x. 
Proof: The absolute convergence of the integral and its non-dependence 
on y follow from the estimates, which hold for 2 E rY, 
llR(A Q)ll dC,(l + lIm~l)p’, IIR(i, C)ll 6W’(l + lIm4) -‘. 
(a) Let xED(G)nD(Q). As R(I, G) R(A, Q)(Q - G) x = 
R(A,Q)x-R(A,G)x = (A-c())’ (x+R(A,Q)(Q-U)X - x - R(A,G) 
(G-c()x) from Lemma4.2 it follows that S(Q-G)x=R(a,Q) 
(a-Q)x=x. 
(b) We can suppose p= cc (see Section 2). Let XE (X, D(Q)),,,. 
Since r,’ = {cx + y + te’@; t E [W+ u {0), Q = karccotg y} we have 
supr,,, II te(Q - CI - y) R(a + y + te’), Q) XII < + co. Moreover 
sup,,,lltsR(a+y+te’~, Q)xII<C,t’/(l +tsinIqI)< +co, so that sup,,,; 
(l+IIm~l)eIJ(Q-~) R(A,Q)xII< +cc andsofor n~ry+/I(Q-tx) R(A,Q) 
R(A, G)xli d C,(l + IIm Al)-‘IIR(A, G)ll < Ly-‘C,(l + IIm AI)-‘-“. 
Analogously on r,-. As the operator Q - CI is closed, this proves that 
SXED(Q-c()=D(Q) and that (Q-M)SX= -(1/27ci) srY (Q-U.) R(A, Q) 
R(;1, G) x dA. On the other hand from R(A, Q) x = (A-M)-’ x + (1-a) ’ 
(Q-a) R(A, Q) x and 4.2(b) it follows that Sx= -(1/2rci) Jr7 (A- a))’ 
R(i, G)(Q - CI) R(1, Q) x dA. Since on r, 11 (G - c() R(I, G)lj is bounded and 
Il(Q-a) R(~,Q)x~/<C’,(~+II~~I))~, we have that SXED(G-cr)= 
D(G) and (G-a) Sx= -(1/27ri) Jr; (&a))‘(G-a) R(A, G)(Q-51) 
R(A, Q,xd;l= -(l/274 it-, ((2-a))’ (M-Q) R(E., Q,x+R(A, G)(Q-a) 
R(1, Q)x)dA=(Q-u)SX-(1/2ni)(o:-Q) Jr, (A-a))’ R(A, Q)xdA= 
(see Lemma 4.2(a)) (Q-a) Sx- x. The case XE (X, D(G)),, can be 
handled in the same way, with unessential modifications. 
COROLLARY 4.4. (a) Q - G is closable; 
(b) VXED(Q-G),S(Q-G)x=x. 
Setting Y = D(Q) + D(G) we have: 
(c) V~EYS~ED(Q-G)~Y~~~(Q-G)S~=~; 
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(d) the restriction of S to Y is the inverse operator of the restriction of 
Q-G to Y. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that D(G) n D(Q)sx, + 0 and (Q - G) x, + y. 
Then x, = S( Q - G) x, -+ Sy, so that Sy = 0. Therefore 0 = (Q - a) ~ ’ Sy = 
(by (H2)) S(Q-a))‘~ and since (Q-M)’ YED(Q) we have O=(Q-G) 
S(Q-cr))‘y=(Q-CC-~ y, so that y=O. 
(b), (c), (d) Trivial. 
We remark that D(G)+ D(Q) is obviously included in the closure of 
(X D(G)),, + (X Dte,,,,, in X,V~E]O, l[Vp~[l,co]. On the other 
hand (X, D(G)),,&D(G), (X, D(Q)),,,gD(Q), so that we have also the 
opposite inclusion. 
Now we prove some regularity results for the operator S, following the 
pattern of [3, Sect. 31. 
THEOREM 4.5. S is bounded from X into (X, D(G’)),,,,, n 
(X D(Q’))1,2,rn. 
Proof: We estimate SUP,,~ llt(G - 5)’ N5 + t, GJ2 Sxll., where 
WEIR, (>a+(M2-1)- . ‘I2 We have R({ + t, G) Sx = SR(< + t, G) x = 
- (1/2ni) Jr, R(5 Q) R(& G) R(t + 5, G) x d;l = -(l/24 Jr, (R(4 Q) 
(R(A, G) - R(t + t, G))/(t + t - 1)) x dil = (l/271i) Jr, (W, Q) WA GY 
(A - (t + 5))) x d,? since Jr, R(L, Q)/(L - (t + 0) dA = 0. Analogously 
R(t + 4, G)2 Sx = -(1/27ti) Jr, (R(,$ Q) R(L, G)/(i - t - 02) x dA. There- 
fore 
t(G - 5)2 R(t + 5, G)’ Sx = t(Z- 2tR(t + <, G) + t2R(t + 5, G)‘) Sx 
1 =-- 
J ( 
2t t2 
27C ry 
t l+------ 
i-t-r+(n-t-5)2 > 
x R(A, Q) R(A, G) x dA 
R(i, Q) R(A, G) x dl. 
and so 
Ilt(G- 5)’ R(t + 5, G)2 Sxll 
1 
s 
In-a2 c, L Q- t 
2n r; ~d-t-~~21+~Im1~~(l+~Imd~)d~~~‘~x~~ 
<c s t I-) lA-t-512 dlA( 1(x/I as (1 y-I$)2 is bounded on r;> 
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t( 1 + y2)1/2 
+CL(~-~-5-t-~,C+2+CT2 do llxll 
= 2tC(l + y2)“2 
71/2 + arctg y rc/2 - arctg y 
[+t-a-y+(+t+y-p 
Thus supt>o llt(G - t)’ Nt + 4, G)2Sxll < C, II-d. 
By estimating SUP,,~ IltQ*R(ir, Q)’ Syll we can proceed analogously to 
prove that SE 2(X (X WQ2))I12,,). 
THEOREM 4.6. Let 0 < 0 < 1, 1 d p< 00. Zj” XE (X, D(G))H,p (resp. 
XE (A’, D(Q))e,p), then GSx and QSx belong to (X, D(G)),,, (resp. 
(A’, D(Q))O,,). Moreover GS and QS are continuous from (X, D(G)),,nto 
itself and from (X, D(Q)),,, into itself: The same results hold for D(G)@,” 
and D(Q)“,-. 
ProoJ: We only deal with the case x E (X, D(G)),,,, since the other case 
can be treated in the same way. Let XE (X, D(G))O,p. Then 
Sx E D(G) n D(Q) by Theorem 4.3(b). Moreover, if 0 < y < (M2 - 1) -‘j2, 
t > a + (A42 - 1))“2, t >O, we have R(t + 4, G) Sx = ( 1/2rci) 
jr, (R(1, Q) R(A, G)/(I - (t + r))) x d,?. (see the proof of Theorem 4.5) 
whence R(t + 5, G) GSx = - Sx + (t + 4) R(t + 5, G) Sx = (1/2ni) 
jr, RCA, Q) RCA Gb djv + (l/24 Ir., ((t + 4)/(2 - t - 5)) R(k Q) 
R(& G) x dA = (1/27ti) jr., (n/(,7 - t - 0) R(1, Q) R(A, G) x dA. As 
(X D(G))B,p - (K D(G)),, , on rj+ we have II(M~- t- 5)) WA Q) 
(G-a-y) R(~,G)~lldC(l+IIrni.l)~~~’ and on I-; Il(A/(A-t-t)) 
R(A,Q)(G-fi+y) R(1,G)xlldC(l+IIm~l)~“~~‘, while on r, 
j/(%/(1- t - 5)) R(E,, Q) R(1, G) XII d C( 1 + IIm n1))2, therefore t”(G - <) 
R(t + 4, G) GSx = (l/24 (Jr.+ +jr.-) ((lt”l(A- t- 5)) Nj., Q)(G - 4) 
R(l,, G) x dl). If q5 = arccotg y, the integral on f,’ splits into two integrals, 
one of which is 
s 
m t”(‘+Y+pe’“) R(cr+y+pe’b, Q)(G-5) 
0 a+y-t-r+pei4 
x R(a + y + pe’@, G) xe’” dp (*I 
and the other is obtained by replacing 4 with -4 in (*). 
Now we estimate 11 ts( G - 4) R( t + 5, G) GSxIl L5. To this end we estimate 
the norm of (*) in LP,, since the other integrals are estimated in the same 
way. We have sup ,,oI/(cc+y+pei4)R(a+y+pei4,Q)ll<C, and 
sup ,,o,,,oI(~ei~-t)l(~ei~- (t+&cr-y))l ~1 +(sinq5)’ (indeed from 
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IIpei~-(t+5-a-~)(-Ipei~-tlI~r-a-y it follows that II- 
I(pe@-f)/(pei4-(t +t-a-y))\ I < (5-a-y)/Ipe’“-(t+5-a-y)1 6 
l/sin 4). The norm of (*) is therefore dominated by C {F (t/p)” le@ - t/p1 ~ ’ 
lIpe(G - 5) R(a + y + pe’4, G) x1( (dp/p), which is the multiplicative con- 
volution of the function ~~~‘/le’~--[l (which belongs to L:(lR+)) with 
the function p -+ I(p’(G - 4) R(CY + y + pe’+, G) XII. Moreover /I p’(G - r) 
R(a + y + pi’?‘, G) XII L”. < Ilp’(G - a - y) R(a + y + peim, G) xllLp, + 
(( - a - y) IlpeR(a + y + pe’$ G) xllL< < II p’(G - a - y) R(a + 
y+pe’“, G)xllLp + (C-~-Y) C,Il(#‘/(l +~sind))II~ llxllx G CMO,~~ 
Young’s inequality implies that the norm of (*) in i$ is dominated by 
G II-4 B,p. Thus we have gotten the estimate IIt’(G - 5) R(t + 4, G) GSxll.,: 
G c-3 IIxIIo,p. Moreover the closed graph theorem gives us I(GSxll,< 
Cd II4 RP’ 
Thus we have proved that GS applies continuously (X, D(G)),, into 
itself. From Theorem 4.3(b) we have QSx = x + GSx Vx E (X, D(G)),,,, 
and this proves the same thing about QS. 
In order to conclude the proof it is sufficient to remark that for x E D(G) 
GSXE (X, D(G)),, SD(G)“+. 
5. APPLICATION TO THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Now we apply the results of the preceding section to the singular dif- 
ferential equation 
tu’(t) + Au(t) =f(t), o<t< +cc (5.1) 
where A is a closed linear operator acting in the Banach space E. We shall 
study this equation on the spaces introduced in Section 2. In each one of 
these spaces we introduce the operator Q defined by D(Q) = (U E X; 
zi(t)~D(A)Vt, Ax&i’} (Qu)(t)=Au(t)Vt. 
Therefore in the space X the equation (5.1) becomes 
(Q-G)u=f (5.2) 
where G is the operator studied in Section 3. 
It is easy to see that p(A) sp(Q) and that VIES IIR(n, Q)IIpcx, < 
IINA A)lI.q,,. Moreover R(& G) commutes with R(p, Q), whatever may be 
the space X. Indeed, if, e.g., Re ;1 is large (R(p, Q) R(1, G) u)(t) = R(p, A) 
(t-i’ j:, s A-1u(s) ds)= trA Jt, d-’ W, A) 4s) ds = (WA G) Wu, Q, u)(f). 
As in [3] we give the following. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let X be a space as above, and f~ X. We say that 
u E X is a strict solution of Eq. (5.1) (or, likewise, of Eq. (5.2)) if and only if 
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(u, f) belongs to the graph of Q - G, i.e., u E D(G) n o(Q) and the required 
equality holds. 
We say that u is a strong solution of (5.1) (or of (5.2)) if and only 
if (~,f) belongs to the closure (in XxX) of the graph of Q-G, i.e., 
there exists a sequence (u,), E N in D(G) n o(Q) such that U, 2 U, 
(Q-Wr++f: 
We remark that if Q - G is closable, then every strong solution of (5.1) 
which belongs to D(G)nD(Q) is strict. 
Now we make the following assumption on the operator A. 
(H3),,, (1 6 p < co, kE f+J u (0)). The resolvent set p(A) contains the 
lines {iE@;ReA=l/p}and {II~C;Re1=l/p-k},andU4>1 suchthat 
on these lines IIR(A, A)11 d M/(1 + IIm Al). 
From the assumption (H3),,,, which shall be employed when 
X= Wk3p(lR +, E) (or, if p = co, when X is one of the spaces C”), it does not 
follow necessarily that the strip L’,,, = {I E C; l/p - k 6 Re II < l/p} s p(A); 
however, owing to the estimate for IIR(I1, A)11 on the boundary of .Zk,p, the 
intersection a(A ) n xk,, = e1 iS a compact subset of the interior of Ck,p. By 
means of a Dunford integral around c, we decompose E into the 
topological direct sum E, @ E, of closed subspaces in such a way that the 
spectrum of A,,, is ~~ and the spectrum of A,, is o2 = a(A)\a,. Moreover 
Al =A,,, is bounded (see [S, Chap. III, Theorem 6.171). Therefore the 
equation (5.1) splits into the pair of equations: 
tu; +A,u, =f, 
tu;+A,u,=.f, 
where Aj= A,, , and u,(t), fj( t) are the projections of u(t), f(t) onto E,. We 
recall that R(L, Aj) = R(& A),E,. SO that IIR(A Aj)ll d ilR(n, A)ll ‘d;1 Ed. 
Therefore we divide our study mto two parts, supposing first that c1 = 0, 
and second that A is bounded and o(A) = aI E Int(C,,,). 
First Case 
If X= Wk,p([w+, E) (or one of the Ck spaces), the operators Q and G 
verify the assumptions (Hl) (with c1= l/p, /I = l/p-k) and (H2) of Sec- 
tion 4. Therefore we proceed to apply the results of that section. To this 
end we begin by studying interpolation spaces between X and o(Q). 
LEMMA 5.2. If X= Wk*p(rW+,E) (l<pda,k>O), then D(Q)= 
WkJ’(R+, D(A)) and Wk,p(Iw+, (E, D(A))H,p) is a closed subspace of 
(X WQ))e,, with the same norm. The same results hold if X = Ck(I, E) 
(where I is one of the intervals [WC, rW2, rW2, [w&) andp= a3. 
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Proof: The equality D(Q) = FVk2p(R+, D(A)) (or D(Q) = Ck(Z, D(A)) is 
obvious. Suppose that f~ Wk,P(5!+, (E, D(A)),,) (p < co). Then 
+ s om llt”(A-3)~(or+it,a)l”‘(s)ll%~)ds 
=jgo j; llf%)ll;,, ds= Ilf IIPWk,p(iW+,(E,D(A))Lp), 
Now suppose that f E Wk~m(R+, (E, D(A)),,,). As it can be easily 
proved, we may suppose that all the L”- norms we meet are expressed by a 
supremum (instead of an essential supremum). Therefore 
Ilf II 8,m =maxillfIl fi.m(R+,E)3 
su~IIt~(Q-a)R(a+it,Q)fll~.~(~+.~)) 
r>o 
=O~J~~kmax~Ilf”‘ll,.-~n+,t,~ , . 
SUP IIt’(Q-a) Na+it, Q)f(i)IILmtW+.E)) 
=oTJ?:k sup max{ Ilf"'b)li E, 
. . .s 
sup IlP(A -a) R(a + it, A) f "'(s)ll E) 
r>o 
The Ck cases can be treated in the same way. 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf F, and F, are Banach spaces such that F, C F2 and 
F, is dense in F,, then: 
(a) VkE N u {O},Vp;a [l, co[ IVk,P(lR+, F,) is dense in W”,p(Rf, F2); 
(b) VkE N u {0}, Ck(R&, F,) is dense in Ck(R,t,, F2). 
Prooj (a) If fe Wk,p(R+, F2), then f can be approximated in that 
space by functions with bounded support. Therefore we can replace R+ by 
10, M[. But then it is enough to approximate fck) in LP(]O, M[, F,) by 
means of elements of LP(]O, M[, F,) and to integrate k times. Now in 
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L”(]O, MC, F2) I;,-valued integrable simple functions are dense, and each 
one of such functions can be obviously approximated in Lp( 10, M[, F;) by 
F,-valued integrable simple functions. 
(b) Since a function f E Ck(lW,f,, F2) can be approximated in that 
space by F,-valued P-functions which are constant outside a bounded 
subset of [w + (see the proof of Theorem 3.1(b)) we can replace again rW,& 
by [0, M], and approximate f(“) in C( [O, M], F2) by means of F,-valued 
F,-continuous functions. This is an immediate consequence of the den- 
seness of F, in F2 and the compactness of fck’( [0, M] ). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let 8 E 10, 1 [ k E N u { 0} be fixed. 
(a) rf X=Wk,p(R+,E) with ptco then (X,D(Q))B,p= 
wk3p(R+, (4 W)),,,). 
(b) rf X= C”( rW&, E) then m”3m = Ck( IX&, D(A)‘,“). 
Proof In both cases D(Q) is a dense subspace of both spaces (by 
Lemma 5.3) on which the norms of these spaces coincide. Moreover both 
spaces are continuously embedded into X, so that they are equal. 
By means of techniques analogous to the ones employed in the following 
Example 5.9, it can be seen that if F, + F, and F, #F,, then 
Wk*m(Rf, F,) is not dense in Wk,ffi(lw +, F,), and the same thing 
happens for Ck(Z, F,) and Ck(Z, F2) when I is [w+, rW,+,;. Therefore 
if D(A) # D(Ap then Wk*m(R+, D(A)e-)#D(Q)e+, since 
D(Q) = W“@(R+, D(A)) is not dense in the former and is dense in the lat- 
ter space. For the same reason Ck(l, D(A)O,“) is different from D(Q)‘*“. In 
these cases we can only say that D(Q)‘,” c IWa([w+, D(A)‘,“) E 
WkXm([w+, (E, D(A)),,,) G (X, D(Q))O,, (and analogously for Ck), where 
each space is a closed subspace of the following, with the same norm. 
Remark besides that D(A ) = D(A ) ‘,O” if and only if D(A) is closed in X 
(i.e., A is bounded). The “if’ part is obvious. On the other hand if 
D(A) = D(Ap, from the well-known inequality (JxI(,,, d C~[X~I&~ llxl/tca, 
it follows that on D(A) I(. JIX and /I. lJD(Aj are equivalent. 
Now we apply the results of Section 4 to the Eq. (5.1). 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that A fulfills the assumption (H3),, for suitable 
kENu{O}andpE[l,cO[,andthatC,,,~p(A). Then: 
(a) Vfe W“,p(R+, E) the equation (5.1) has a unique strong solution 
in Wk-p(R+, E); 
(b) zf f~ Wksp( R +, E) and for a suitable 8 E 10, 1[ the functions 
t w t”f (j)(t) (0 <j < k) belong to I@,p( R’ +, E) (Sobolev spaces of order 8), 
then the strong solution u of Eq. (5.1) is strict and the functions t I+ tu’(t), 
tti Au(t) have the same regularity; 
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(c) if f E W“sp(R+, (E, D(A)),,) for a suitable 0~ 10, l[, then the 
strong solution u of Eq. (5.1) is strict and the functions t H d(t), t H Au(t) 
have the same regularity. 
Proof The uniqueness of the strong solution follows directly from 
Theorem 4.3(a). Since D(G) is dense in Wk,P(iR+, E) (Theorem 3.1(a)), by 
Corollary 4.4(c) we get the existence. The regularity results follow from 
Theorems 4.3(b) and 4.6 and the characterization of the interpolation 
spaces. 
In an analogous way we can prove: 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose that A furfills the assumption (H3),,, for a 
k E N u (0) and that C,,, E p(A). 
(4 Iff E Ck(QooY E), then the Eq. (5.1) has a unique strong solution 
in Ck(R&, E). 
(b) If f E Ck(Q,, E) and for 0 6 j< k and a suitable 8 E 10, l[ 
t -+ t@f (j)(t) is uniformly Holder continuous with exponent 8, then the strong 
solution u is strict and the functions t H tu’(t) and tH Au(t) have the same 
regularity. If moreover for 0 < j< k 
lim sup p-s~-e~~tof(‘)(t)-s~f(qs)~~ =o 
6 - 1 + l/6 < s/r < s 
then the same holds for tu’ and Au. 
(cl rff E CVQ,> D(A)‘@) for a suitable 0 E 10, l[, then the strong 
solution u is strict and t H tu’( t), t H Au( t) belong to the same space. 
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that A fu&Zls the assumption (H3),,, for a 
ke N u (0) and that C,,, E p(A). 
(a) Vf E Wk,w(lR+, E) the Eq. (5.1) has at most one strong solution in 
Wk+(lR+, E). 
(b) 0-f E Wk,‘Y+, D(A)) @‘Y Iw +J) then (5.1) has a unique strong 
solution. 
(c) If f E Wk,Oo(R+, E) and Vj=O,..., k esssup,,,,O Ilt’f(j)(t)- 
s’f (j)(s)11 Is - tI -‘< +co, for a suitable 8, then the solution u of (5.1) is strict 
and t H tu’( t), t H Au( t) have the same regularity. Zf moreover lim, _ 1 + 
ess SUP,,,,,~,,,, IIt’f(j)(t) -sef (j’(s)11 Is - tI -‘= 0, the same holds for tu’(t) 
and Au(t). 
(d) Iffc Wk,m(lR+, (E, D(A)),,,) then the solution is strict (since 
WkYQ+t (6 WA))e,,)c (X WQ))e,,). 
(e) The same results hold if Wk,co(R+, E) is replaced by Ck(Z, E), 
where I= R+, IX:, rW&. 
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Because of Corollary 4.4, it is interesting to know whether D(Q) + D(G) 
may be dense in X when D(G) is not dense (i.e., when X is Wk,m(R+, E) or 
Ck(Z, E) with Z= lR+, iw$, R&; see Theorem 3.1). The answer to this 
question is negative when D(A) # E. As an example we shall exhibit a 
function f E P(R +, E), which vanishes in a right neighbourhood of 0 and 
which cannot be approximated in L”(R+, E) by means of functions in 
D(G) + WQ,. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let F,, Fz he Banach spaces such that F, C F2 and 
F, # Fz. Then VnE N ~x,,E Fz such that llxnllF,= 1 and x,$ S,,(O, n) + 
S,(O, t) (closed balls). 
ProoJ: It is enough to prove that S,(O, 1) g S,,(O, n) + S,(O, 4). Sup- 
pose that the inclusion holds. Then, by induction, we get S,(O, 1) E Ckp= 0 
S,,(O, n2-k) + S,(O, 2-pP’), and hence it follows easily that S,(O, 1)~ 
S,,(O, 2n)F2. But this contradicts Lemma 1.1, Chapter I of [lo]. 
EXAMPLE 5.9. Let 4: [0, 5]+ R be a P-function such that 4(t) =0 
Vt E [0, l] u [4, 53 and d(t) = 1 Vt E [2, 31. Extend 4 by periodicity to R. 
Apply Lemma 5.8 with F, = D(A) (with the graph norm) and F2 = E to get 
a sequence (x,),~ N such that llxnll E = 1 and x, $ SDcAJ(O, n) + S,(O, f). Let 
f: [0, + cc [ + E be the function defined by f(t) = d(t) x, for 
5(n- 1)~ t d5n. Suppose that ge L”(R+, D(A)), with llgllLm(R +,D,AjJ=M. 
Then for 5n+2<t<5n+3 x,+, =(s(t)-g(t+2))-((f(t)-f(t+2))- 
(g(t)-g(t+2))) and a.e. on [5n+2,5n+3] IIg(t)-g(t+2)11,,,,<2M. 
Therefore if n>2M, then Il(f(t) -f(t + 2)) - (g(t) - g(t + 2))1/ >+. 
Suppose now that hE L”(R+, E) with Ghe L”(R+, E) and 
IIf-(g+h)ll,d$. Then Ilh(t)-h(t+2)ll>+-f=t a.e. (and hence 
everywhere) on [5n + 2, 5n + 31. But for t 2 5n + 2 Ilh(t) - h(t + 2)ll < 
2t- ’ IIGhll co < (2/(5n + 2)) IlGhll 7;1. This is an obvious contradiction. 
Second Case 
We have now a bounded linear operator A: E + E whose spectrum is 
contained in the interior of z,,,. In this case obviously the solutions are 
always strict. 
Suppose that f E Lp( R +, E). Then the Eq. (5.1) has a unique solution in 
Lp(R+, E), which is given by 
u(t)= -trA lrn s”-‘f(s)ds. 
I 
(5.3) 
Indeed this function u satisfies the differential equation, and we show now 
that it belongs to Lp(R+, E). In fact II(s/t)“ll < C,(s/t)@, where 
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max,,,(,,Re~<p-cl/p, so that Ilu(t <trp~,“sp-‘llf(s)ll ds whose pth 
power is summable because f E Lp and p < l/p. 
THEOREM 5.10. Suppose that f E Wk,p(Rf, E). Then a necessary con- 
dition that the solution u given by (5.3) belong to Wk*p(R+, E) is that 
VtER+ 
s I [-A-k sA + k - ‘f ‘k’(s) ds 0 
m  k-l 
q-l)“-’ t-A-k s n (A+j)s A- ‘f(s) ds (5.4) * j=O 
+j$, (-l)‘-’ “fi’ (A+m)t--‘fck-‘j(t) 
m=kp,+l 
and a sufficient condition is that the identity (5.4) holds for at least one 
tts(W+. 
Proof: Suppose that u E Wk,p( [w +, E). Then uck) is a LP-solution of the 
equation 
tv’ + (A + k) v = f ck). (5.5) 
Thus, since o(A + k) = k + a(A) c {A E C; Re /1. > l/p}, u’“‘(t) is the left- 
hand side of (5.4). By differentiating (5.3) k times we get exactly the right- 
hand side of (5.4). 
Conversely, suppose that (5.4) holds for a fixed t. Since both sides of 
(5.4) are solutions of (5.5), they coincide Vt E [w +. Since the left-hand side is 
in Lp(R+, E), so does the right-hand side, so that u (given by (5.3)) and its 
kth derivative are in Lp( Iw +, E). This proves that u E Wk,p( R +, E). 
We remark that in some cases the somewhat complicated compatibility 
condition (5.4) can be read in a simpler way. If, for instance, the support of 
f is bounded, then the condition becomes 
s 
cc 
sA+kp’f(k)(s)ds=O. 
0 
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